EdU and BrdU incorporation resolve their differences
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The paper by Pierzyńska-Mach et al. 1 provides a salutary comparison of two existing methods for detecting DNA synthesis events at the single cell level. The focus is on the patterns of unscheduled DNA synthesis (UDS) linked to ongoing UVC-induced DNA repair. The research underlines the insights gained through super-resolution microscopy. Detection methods have typically exploited the ability of various analogues of the pyrimidine deoxynucleoside thymidine to become readily incorporated into replicating DNA. Subsequent analysis can identify tagged cells and report the rate, extent and genomic location of discrete DNA synthesis events. Earlier applications using tritiated thymidine autoradiography were demanding and were replaced by 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU) with detection using antibodies 2. However, a significant drawback of the latter approach is the need to denature nuclear DNA to allow epitope access for the detecting antibody – raising the worry that all is not what it seems.

To address this doubt the authors have used a method to detect UDS based on the incorporation of 5-ethynyl-2'-deoxyuridine (EdU). This employs detection by "click" chemistry whereby incorporated EdU is tagged by a fluorescent azide through a copper-catalyzed cycloaddition reaction 3. Apart from the removal of the need for a denaturation step of uncertain efficiency, the small molecular size of the fluorescent azide allows for less compromised access to the sites of precursor incorporation. The current Pierzyńska-Mach et al. study 1 focuses on an exploration of this particular EdU advantage to resolve intranuclear UDS reflecting the latter stage of UVC-induced nucleotide excision repair (NER). The paper points out that the typical finding using BrdU that incorporation apparently occurs at discrete “foci” in UV-irradiated nuclei, is more likely to be a shortcoming of the BrdU method rather than representing a structural reality. Indeed, using sensitive detectors in fluorescence microscopy and the improved clarity of super-resolution microscopy the authors have demonstrated the dispersed nature of EdU-monitored NER throughout UV-irradiated nuclei of human cells. This offers exciting opportunities to ask entirely new questions as to the nuclear location and dynamics of repair in individual cells - free of a level of artefact.

This has implications in situations where UDS, for example, is used to identify repair deficiency. Higher resolution analysis of EdU incorporation could clearly inform the nature of intranuclear heterogeneity for UDS events induced by a variety of genotoxic insults. Further, the increased resolution potential of EdU will help to resolve more subtle differences between the patterns and extent of repair events in cells of different origins or according to their location within 3D tissue architectures. It is important to remember that the BrdU and EdU techniques are not mutually exclusive, allowing for informative pulsing regimens and co-analysis 4. Here caution is needed since EdU is an antimetabolite. In fission yeast, for example, EdU activates the rad3-dependent checkpoint potentially limiting its application to short term studies.
Resolution is critical since it is appreciated that the induction of DNA photo-damage is not random with sequence selectivity, nucleotide context and cellular shielding all affecting intranuclear CPD distribution. The assembly of multiple protein complexes and chromatin remodeling also limit the recognition and subsequent repair of damage. For example, telomeric sequences present favorable targets for CPD induction while apparently shunning the opportunity for NER-linked repair. Furthermore, UVC induction of CPDs is photoreversible, with higher fluencies approaching an equilibrium. This is a complication when attempting to assess the saturation of repair capacity versus CPD load.

Although UVC is not represented in solar terrestrial exposure wavelengths (<295 nm), there is clear evidence of the continuing importance of CPDs in environmental carcinogenesis. Indeed, the photosensitivity disorder xeroderma pigmentosum provides a paradigm for the carcinogenic consequences of defects in NER, with the EdU-based UDS assay potentially representing a convenient method for XP diagnosis. There is a significant induction of CPDs in whole human skin by genotoxic UVB radiation (290-320 nm) and the compromised repair capacity of cells exposed to UVA radiation (320-400 nm). Accordingly, high resolution imaging of NER induced by environmental wavelength combinations in relevant tissue architectures will contribute to our understanding of skin carcinogenesis. However, the next challenge will be to explore alternative approaches for live-cell monitoring of the dynamics of NER and linkage to downstream cellular events.